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Social Genome

• Any activity we engage in, leaves behind an imprint
  ▪ posting on social media,
  ▪ doing some online shopping,
  ▪ applying for a credit card or a travel visa
• This info creates a unique social genome for every one
Big Data and Analytics

• Huge data banks
• Numerus pathways we collect data from
• An unprecedented power to analyze this data for the benefit of society
Pros and cons

➡️ Huge improvement in our daily lives
➡️ Verification of research results and reduction in the costs of research projects
➡️ Strict regulations and laws are required, to protect individual and civil rights
Regulatory Frameworks

• HIPAA, protection of health related data
• FERPA, protection of data concerning educational rights
• EU Data Protection Directive, covers any personal data held by data administrators
• EU GDPR, 25 May 2018
General Data Protection Regulation

- Deals with consent, data governance, audit, and transparency regarding data breaches
- Organizations must have technology that demonstrates the usage of data
- In case of a breach, involved individuals must be informed within 72 hours
Data Ownership Issues

- Companies collect their own data for their benefit
- For *research purposes*, data are gathered by different bodies having their own ways of managing and storing them
- Access and sharing requires tools, technology and practices
Educational Data

- Institutions traditionally obtain and store information
- Student grades & attendance
  - Parental status & student health
- Technology allow us now to monitor students’ activities
Learning Analytics

- Information is predominantly collected to improve the educational system
- Assessing the usefulness of educational material in relation to students’ learning capabilities
  - Personalizing the way the teaching method used to convey knowledge and offer support to students
Synergies of scale

• Institutions need to take initiatives
• The careless use & analysis of data belies many dangers
• Disclosure of simple demographic data may lead to the identification of individuals
Data Protection and Confidentiality

• *Data protection*: data need to be protected so that it cannot be accessed by an intruder in any way, shape or form.

• *Data confidentiality*: data can be accessed by legally authorized individuals who are prohibited to share the information with anyone else.
Privacy and Anonymity

- **Privacy**: we know the identity of the person but are not aware of the specific attributes or properties of this person.

- **Anonymity**: we know the attributes or properties but are unaware of whom they belong to.
Data Processing Regulations

• Clear legal guidelines are required
• Individuals must have the consent and the prerogative to be exempt from the collection
• Be aware of exactly how, where and for how long their data will be stored and utilized
Data Access Regulations

- Third parties who are able to access data banks must be authorized and comply with all the legal requirements.
- Information systems storing their data must be accessible only by authorized individuals.
- If data is to be made available to the public, it must be de-identified.
Privacy-Preserving Learning Analytics

Personal Information

• Unique identifying traits (social security number, passport id, fingerprint)
• Pseudo (quasi) identifiers, a combination of relatively common attributes (sex, age, area code)
• Sensitive data (medical or criminal status)
• Leisure activities or qualifications
Data De-identification

• Omittance of unique identifiers to avoid person's identity being revealed within a collection of data
• Detect quasi identifiers
• Generalize or distort the data values so that the data is rendered anonymous
K-Anonymity

- Information is altered so that it is virtually impossible for the individuals' identity to be disclosed
- Ensure that each record within the set is similar to at least k-1 other records
- The higher the value of k, the safer the identity of the data subject is
Side Effects

• Large number of records is lost
• The original data set is distorted & altered
• It is not always feasible to identify the deviation of the results of the tampered data sets from the original
• The greater the degree of anonymization, the poorer the quality of the information itself
Solutions

• Use big data to its full advantage, but ensure that there is compliance with rules and regulations of privacy
• Big open data are transparent and accurate
• Important scientific pathways for protection must be followed
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